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Behind the scenes at BIAFF 2022
BIAFF is one of the longest running and most
successful international amateur film competitions in the
world. And what’s more, is it’s run by your very own IAC.
Each year hundreds of amateur film makers enter the
competition in the hopes of receiving a good star rating
and getting some critical feedback that will encourage
them to make their next film even better than the last
one.
But, all of this just doesn’t happen by magic. There is
a huge amount of effort that goes into organising the
competition, qualifying and categorising the entries,
arranging judging panels, screening the films and keeping
track of all the results and judges critiques.
This year’s organising team are Mike Whyman FACI,
Simon Sumner FACI, Linda Gough FACI and John Howden
FAC who have put in countless hours to make it all
happen. And it’s still happening as I write.
Let me take you through some of what has happened
just in the last week.
On Friday night Simon Sumner hosted a very full
evenings information, calibration and judging with a
Zoom room full of organisers, projectionists and judges.
Last year I had been honoured to be a projectionist
but this year I had been “promoted” to judge.
This event was to inform the whole group of the
procedures for the evening and the following two full
days of judging that would take place so that over 280
films could be viewed and judged by the same standards.
The “calibration” of the judges was ensured by them
all watching a selection of films then agreeing the star
rating for that film. Thus ensuring that we were all
“singing from the same hymn sheet”.
There is a descriptor for each of the one to five star
categories and careful thought is given to which star
rating each film should receive.
This prevents the 21 judges coming up with 21
different views on what constitutes each star rating. Just
about as fair as it can get.

So just working out the timings for each session
ensuring that it wouldn’t run over or too much under was
a mammoth administrative task in it’s self. And it all
worked so smoothly.
After a film has been viewed by the three judges in a
session they discussed and decided on a star rating. Next
it had to be decided which of the three judges would
write the critique up on behalf of them all.
However, you can’t stop to write the review there
and then as there are still many more films to be viewed
and all judges points need to be included. That will have
to wait for now.
So, by the end of the screening on Sunday evening, a
judge would have seen in excess of 60 films and have to
write up in full about 20 of them.
Most judges will write up notes on all the films they
watched and pass on to the other judges in the panel for
that particular film. Remember the panels keep changing
so that can be a nightmare just keeping track of that!
Then, the 20 or so films that need a full critique from
each judge have to be written up, proof read then passed
onto the other two judges for their approval before the
final, perhaps amended, critique goes off to the
organising team.
As I write this process is still taking place and I’m sure
that each judge will have put many, many days and hours
to make sure that our BIAFF competition remains one of
the finest competitions of it’s type anywhere in the world.
But it doesn’t stop there, oh no!
The organising team have to arrange for the final
panel judging team to make any additional awards after
watching all the five star films again.
The gala weekend where the public screening will
take place has to be programmed and arranged.
The Festival
The 2022 BIAFF Festival will, fingers crossed, happen
in Birmingham on the 22nd to the 24th April in the
fabulous Crescent Theatre.

How could a judge watch over 280 films?
We don’t is the short answer to that. Which is why
the calibration is so important.
Each film is considered by a panel of three judges and
if that film receives a five star rating by the judges it goes
through to the final round judging panel who can
consider it for higher and special awards.
Each judge sat in on ten different panels over the
weekend, mixing up the panels each time. Just organising
that would have been a head ache. It’s not simply a case
of mixing up panels, it’s ensuring that no judges sits on a
panel where their own film is being considered.
Their were seven Zoom projection meeting rooms
each hosted by a projectionist. Their role is to provide
links to the films and a keep a very strict seven minute
time limit on the judges discussion and decision making
after each film. With so may films to see time could very
quickly run away without the constant professional
monitoring of the projectionists.
The number of films in a judging session would vary
depending on the length of each film.

If you are thinking of attending you can find all the
details and booking forms here:
https://www.biaff.org.uk/festival.html
For me personally, it has been an extreme privilege to
get to view so many amateur films from around the
world and share my views and thoughts with other film
enthusiasts and film makers.
Keep smiling,
Pip

Black and white. Does it still have relevance? Discuss.
Last night my wife and I attended our local
photographic Society's black and white print competition.
Each framed print (most of them being A2 size, what we
used to call 16" x 20'') were shown on an LED-lit easel. For
most of the 30+ audience in the big hall the prints looked
pretty small, so a 4 foot wide digital image was being
simultaneously projected, which the judge took no notice
of.
Almost invariably the actual bevel-edged card frame
masked off a few millimetres of the printed image, as a
quick glance at the projected image verified. This masking
was picked up on by the judge, who often commented
that the crop was too tight. He also peered very closely at
each print, making critical comments about image
sharpness, dynamic range and composition. He gave
praise where it was due and was kind about the less good.
But what he didn't do, and which we both thought he
should have done, was to discuss what a) makes a good
Compare skin tones
b&w image, and b) what makes a good print. I looked at a
lot of the prints and found myself thinking, 'What's the
point?', especially when we were seeing images that had
But the competition was for 'black and white prints',
been shown at the club previously, simply with all the so I guess we were we all supposed to forget the vibrancy
colour drained out of them.
colour adds to the flamenco dancers, the flower
arrangement, the waterfalls and landscapes. Were we
really supposed to think that a model girl's skin looked
good in tones of grey? What had deleting the
colour added to any of these pictures?
But I digress, the competition was not about the lack
of colour, it was to find the image that looked best as a

Sometimes there's little to choose

Of course we've had modern films shot in b&w such
as Schindler's List, Raging Bull and so on, but I've often sat
there and wondered, What's been gained by removing the
colour?' These days it's not to save money on production
or distribution costs, so it must have roots in some
assumed visual artistry, right? Yet aren't we all praising
modern computational power that brings WW1 films to
life when colour is introduced? Has anything that's been
hung in The National Gallery been painted in all the greys?
Don't we praise camera sensors that exhibit beautiful skin
tones?

Either Or Both work well

b&w print.

Monochrome certainly worked best on the very
simple, starkly lit images. The abandoned lighthouse, the
lone tree alongside its dry stone wall, the zebras and the
wrinkled old man wreathed in pipe smoke, they all looked
very good. But for the remaining 95% of the pictures?
Bring back the colour, I say, however muted it may be.

Technical photos
Is one better than the other?

A print is designed to be hung on a wall, right? It needs
to have impact to claw back the attention lost through the
loss of colour. I suggest that making a b&w photo look
better than its colour counterpart is an art in itself; an
acquired skill. As a print it'll have a contrast ratio of about
100:1 tops (6 stops), whereas every OLED screened phone
(that we've all got used to) will show you 15 stops
(32000:1). The whole audience knew that last night, and
in the direct side-by-side comparison, pictures that
passed as good when projected tended to look very flat as
prints.

The judge was of course judging the prints as
photographs, and didn't seem to mind the stark fact that
the loss of colour meant that the two footballers frozen in
a mid-air crash were both dressed in fifty shades of grey.
Surely deleting the colour on such a photo is crippling it
right out of the box? Again, what's the point? Well, the
point was to find the best b&w print, and not the best
photograph - a photograph that just happened to be
devoid of colour.
Tom

Take your pick

Colour or Black and White

You have bought a brand-new Brownie movie
camera and now you are itching to get out and take
some shots of the kids at play, but wait a minute, take
some time to read the camera’s manual.
Viewfinder
The first thing you will notice about your camera is
its bright viewfinder and when look through the rear
sight you will notice three coloured rectangles. The red
rectangle shows what the camera sees with the lens
that is attached to the camera. The other rectangles
are for other lens attachments that can be purchased
later. When filming close up subjects your viewfinder
doesn’t match completely what the lens sees. So you
have a parallax corrector built into the rear sight. Just
raise or lower the slide until the closest subject
distance matches the footage mark on the slide.

Loading and Unloading the Film
The loading of your Double 8 Kodachrome film is easy,
you just guide the film along the line of the curved arrow
from the bottom of the film pool through the gate to the
other spool. But remember you have to run the film twice
through the camera as each run exposes half of the film’s
width. So when the film has passed through the camera
the first time you will have to change over the spools so as
to expose the other half of the film. When loading,
changing over halfway and unloading the film always
make sure you find a shady spot, never do these activities
in bright sunlight.

Motor
Next there is the key to wind up the spring that
drives your camera. But remember a full wind will allow
about 40 seconds of filming, so keep your shots to short
durations and always rewind between shots.

Shooting Scenes
Now you are ready to capture the kids at play and
here the camera manual has some guidance. The proper
length for average action scenes is 5 to 10 seconds. On
holidays you may want to take longer scenes such as
landscapes. It is often tempting to shoot a landscape as a
panorama but why not see if you can shoot it as a series
of views. If you do pan across a scene do it slowly and
steadily. Pan on near-by subjects only when they are
slow-moving, such as carnival processions.
Ian Simpson

Focusing
You don’t have to worry about focusing the lens,
everything from 3 and a half feet to infinity will be
sharp on a sunny day.
When it gets dark you only have to make sure your
subject is at least 8 to 10 feet away.
Exposure
Your exposure is determined by the handy summer
exposure guide at the front of the camera near the
lens. You turn the wheel to match the brightness of the
sun. The arrow head is for Kodachrome film. It’s as easy
as that.

Editor:
Okay, be honest, how many readers are saying
something like:
“Yes, I remember doing that, three and a half
minutes costing over a fiver, that was a fortune
back then. You had to wait a t least a week to
get it back from the film processors to see if it
was any good. You youngsters today making
and editing videos on your phones - you’ve got
it easy!”
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Gloucester Film Makers

Teign Film Makers Club meetings in the first two
We are now well underway with our 2022 programme
months of 2022 have continued with the same and our 60th year.
enthusiasm as 2021.
Two Competitions have already taken place. My film
The first occasion of the year was the annual lunch "The art of calligraphy" won The Muriel Gray Trophy . The
held, once again, at the Livermead Cliff Hotel in Torquay. Open Competition in February was won by Robert Paget
The lunch gave everyone the chance to start the new year with "Cathedral of Cloth".
with a face to face reunion and included the added bonus
On March 14th other clubs are invited to enter our
of seeing Mary Gill, widow of the late Jim Gill, who was Animation Competition. Entries are requested by March
there with her own group celebrating her birthday.
9th and we shall view the films on Zoom.
The first official meeting of the new year was a face to
June 6th is also an Open event, the film theme being
face at Bitton House when the films resulting from the 'How to...'
Christmas Challenge were screened.
There is also a special open competition this year,
Remaining meetings in January were all virtual and being our 60th, the theme of the film is '60', and the
included ‘A bit of animation’ by Peter Hiner who described winner will receive £60.00. The closing date is 30th
some simple title animation techniques and set a September.
challenge for members to have a go and follow his lead in
Our Video Road Shows are up and running, one done
producing some of their own. The following meeting
and nine in the diary. As ever, many thanks to Mike Morris
featured ‘my favourite film’ and featured a selection of
and Chris Wheatley for their input. Also thanks to Chris for
members own films. The final virtual gathering of the
organising the Zoom meetings.
month was the screening of animated titles as a result of
The Annual Gloucester Inter Club Competition is being
Peter’s challenge.
hosted by the Tewkesbury Club,on Zoom, on Saturday
For the first meeting in February, the club welcomed
19th at 2 30pm. Clubs from Worcester, Bristol, Gloucester
videographer and film maker, Paul Kittel who gave a
and Tewkesbury will be competing for the Ray Toleman
fascinating insight into the various triumphs and
Trophy in this it's 55th year. Looking back on the records
tribulations of his commercial career.
it is sad to note that 10 clubs who were part of this annual
The meeting of 14th February gave members the competition no longer exist. A sign of the times?
chance to both put forward and discuss potential story
We are looking forward to June 27th, our Diamond
ideas for the 2022 club project. Three proposals were
Jubilee Dinner, which will be at a local hotel. Plans are
outlined and each with its own merits and TFMC may well
underway to show films from each decade after the meal.
engage in more than one project this year.
It will be most interesting to compare then and now.
On 21st February we had a virtual visit to Geoff
For further information about our club and the Open
Hodgkinson’s sound studio where he shared his tips on
Competitions please see our website:
improving the quality of voice overs, making a sound
www.gloucesterfilmmakers.org.uk
booth for voiceover recordings.
Keep on filming.
Anyone is welcome to both the Zoom and physical
meetings, whatever your expertise and wherever you live.
John Greene, Gloucester Film Makers
A limited number of ‘visitor’ places are available for the
zoom meetings which can be ‘booked’ via the website
contact details. Feel free to visit and if you find that it isn’t
for you, we shall not be offended if you leave early.
Both the website and Facebook page are normally
updated on a weekly basis during the season.
http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org

Excuses over and a re-recording of the dialogue, here
is the link to the new version which the SoCo readers may
find interesting.
I wonder if any of the SoCo readers would be
interested in watching the new edit of the Ashton Court
documentary?
In August 2021 Bristol Film and Video Society was
given a month's residency at Ashton Court Mansion
House and consequently we made 11 films!!!!
Sadly and ironically, the documentary had only 2 days
available for the filming so there was little rehearsal, poor
weather, lots of disruptions and therefore rushed to
complete, which resulted in a nightmare to edit.

https://youtu.be/jyI5iAjodww

The interaction between first Claudia and then Robbie
with the machine makes the film. Fear and wonder turn to
disbelief, and it's not long before independently they
befriend the photocopier, which is determined to shape
their destinies. Soon it's hearing their problems and
dreams. There's a wonderful moment when after
confiding in the machine as the result of too much to
drink, Robbie places his car keys under the lid for it to look
after. I for one was dying to see the final message issued
With a preference for thrillers and comedies, a film by the photocopier and will look out for more films made
that's won a comedy award is a great attraction. One such by the same team.
Thanks to Brenda Troughton, I've been watching films
is called Oh Mom! ('O mamo!') made by Jan Gruszka of
Poland. It's the tale of a robbery performed by amateur entered for SERIAC 2020, including winning films chosen
thieves, and the mother (Isabela Maciuszek) of one of by the judges. Billed as 'the festival that never was', as it
them (Tomasz Ostach) happens to be in the post office took place online, entries filled four discs with a variety of
when it takes place. What's more, she's reluctant to do as films, plenty to entertain me for quite a while. Shorts,
the robbers ask without giving some grief in return. The comedies, fiction, and travel mingled with documentaries.
ensuing embarrassing dialogue around the dining table One such is Painting with Glass made by SDFM (South
back home afterwards is excellent. The film achieved a Downs Film Makers) a film which won several awards in
the competition. The Dewer Mystery is a fiction film by
diamond award at BIAFF 2020. See
Gerald Pecksen which has one thing in common with the
https://www.biaff.org.uk/2020-oh-momprevious films - very good acting by the leading
diamond.html
characters.
Having no television and with Radio4 Extra repeating
its repertoire, lockdown for me has provided an
opportunity to catch up with amateur film watching at
home. With lighter evenings, I prefer to wait till dark
before grabbing a cuppa, a bar of chocolate and a couple
of biscuits before settling down in front of the screen.
Since all the films are new to me I usually choose films
which have won awards, BIAFF or UNICA, and go by the
thumbnail image to get an idea of what I can expect to see.

If a superb film is one which gives pleasure way
beyond the end title, then Skye Steel by Howard Perry is a
superb film. Quite rightly it won the SERIAC Acting Trophy
and the Regional Shield too. I watched it enthralled: The
film-making, the story and the acting are outstanding.
Amber-Rose May plays the title role, and Stuart Walker
her sidekick, Inspector Miles Davies. It's a costume drama
too, covering several time spans. Fantastic.
On the forth disc there was more to come, including
Another film I've enjoyed is Copy That, made by the film Vlog, with seven year old Ceylan as natural a
presenter you could wish for, one of a series of vlogging
Kingley Hoskins:
films she and her grandfather made, and believe me, she
https://www.theiac.org.uk/movies/biaff2015/copystarted film presenting at a very early age.
that.html
There are so many films that I've liked a lot, and
apologies if my enthusiasm has led me into One to Watch
territory where regular contributors to SoCo News
suggest films to see.
I can only conclude that amateur film-making has
attained an extremely high standard - arguably higher
than it's ever been.
Happy Filming,
Melvyn Dover
It won the Daily Mail Trophy at BIAFF in 2015.
See what I mean about me catching up? One notable
thing about this highly visual comedy-romance is the
wonderful acting by its two main characters, Claudia
Jessie and Robbie O'Neal. Or should I say re-acting. For the
first credited character at the end of the film is a
photocopier.

If you have any video equipment for sale contact the editor to feature it in
this magazine:
Pip Critten
pipcritten@googlemail.com

I often record technical lectures, in rooms of about 60
people. For the past few years this has entailed taking not
just the videocam (a Panasonic HC-X1) and tripod, but also
a tall mic stand and boom with XLR cables. I set up two
Sennheiser MKE600 mics, one in a lyre mount on the
camera and one in a similar mount on the boom, feeding
a Sound Devices MixPre-D mic mixer plugged into the
audio input of the camera. This little mixer runs on two AA
batteries and offers great facilities for controlling the
input and monitoring, but I believe it is now out of
production. I was lucky to get one (thanks Pinknoise!).

versions are incompatible, so you can’t mix them). The
single version - which I have - is switch on, clip on, and go,
whereas the twin version also offers many set-up options
via a PC. The two versions both automatically pair their
respective TX and RX, find a clear operating channel when
switched on, and can be used virtually instantaneously.

The mic on the camera was aimed at the presenter,
while the mic on the boom was set at a high level to catch
any questions from the floor. Unfortunately the ceiling
mounted video projector has a noisy cooling fan, and this
was picked up by the mics. Having recorded many lectures
there were in fact seldom questions from the floor, so the
boom, stand, and associated cables were redundant and I
decided to discontinue their use. Meanwhile I still had the
problem with the presenter and noisy fan.

and battery states during filming (the receiver also shows
the state of the TX battery/s), so I made up a vertical
mount. The transmitters have a simple clip to attach them
to (e.g.) a lapel. The output from the receivers is via a
3.5mm TRS socket, and the twin unit requires the use of a
splitter cable to provide the two channels.

The transmitters are totally self-contained with a
microphone and internal rechargeable battery; the
receiver also has an internal rechargeable battery. I only
use them for a couple of hours at a time, and I believe the
batteries are expected to last for about 7 hours on a full
Having to cart the kit a little way into and out of the charge. I have no reason to doubt that figure.
meeting room, possibly when raining, and having limited
The receivers have a clip which is also used to mount
access and time to set up and strike, meant that I was them in a cold shoe on the camera, but then they are flat
always keen to reduce what I needed to the minimum.
and difficult to see if you want to monitor the connection

I never know if the presenter will sit or stand, or walk
about and gesticulate, so it’s difficult to anticipate the
best position for a dedicated microphone. Since many
presenters are retired engineers and some elderly, I didn’t
want to mess about with a traditional radio mic feeding
wires through clothing etc. and then retrieving it before
they left the room! Enter the Røde Go...
There are two versions available. A dead simple one
with one transmitter and one receiver, and an updated
version with two transmitters feeding one receiver. (The

Vertical mount for RX
Lecture recording set-up (RX on front cold shoe mount
behind the A7s monitor – you can just see it)

It is with much sadness that I learnt, through Harold
Trill’s web page, that his wife Maisie has passed away.
They had been a devoted couple for 66 years and I will
always remember the kindness they showed to fellow film
me and fellow makers at the SoCo Weekenders we used
to hold each year.
Pip

Both versions come with fluffy attachments to limit
wind noise, but the single (original) version has a very
poor attachment (you get two fluffies with the kit!). This
problem has been addressed on the dual version. Since
my recordings are indoors it’s not a big issue. If the
meeting chairman is standing close to the presenter, the
omni mic in the TX usually picks him up too during an
introduction. Using this little mic has transformed my kit,
and I can now get a clean audio feed of the presenter
whatever they decide to do. And so much less kit to carry
around! Range, and local RF in the room, don’t seem to be
a problem.
Wireless GO Range (rode.com)

Røde Go TX on telescopic selfie stick used as an emergency
boom! (MKE400 shown on camera)

Future Smaller Projectors
It was quite a long time ago (1958) since light
amplification by stimulated emission of radiation was first
discovered. (We use the initial letters and call it a Laser. )
In lay terms, the Laser is a coherent light source, which
means that it is symmetrical, so if you have two Laser
sources, they will be perfectly matched in phase and will
remain matched.

anything, we are too clean, as any immunologist will tell
you, as we lack the antibody to ward off common diseases
like Asthma, which is on the increase. (I was brought up
in slums and played on a sewer, so my health is
exceptionally good, but I’m not recommending this.)
As 4K T/V sales began to plateau, it was decided to
make some radical changes to viewable entertainment,
and Samsung settled on a little projector. It will fit
comfortably in a small bag or knapsack, which are quite
common amongst the young. It is light and will project a
beautiful image on almost anything white. The picture
may thus be projected to any size, up to 2540mm (100”)

When the Laser was first invented, we really didn’t
have a use for it. Now we can reshape our eye lenses and
melt aeroplanes and missiles with it. When I was a child
back in the early part of the last century, we used to call
They have thought of everything. It is not only said to
them ‘Death Rays’ … it was always envisaged that such a
produce beautiful pictures, but it has a cradle that enables
thing would be invented one day.
Needing to find a use for things is quite common it to be swung through 180°, so you can lie in bed and have
amongst the sciences, as, normally, Joe Bloggs discovers the picture projected on the ceiling … although you’ll
something, and Bill Stickers invents a use for it. Working probably doze off, and for that reason they should
on the same principles, we came across generating light incorporate a timer. They’ve named the projector
through the discovery of halogens, which nobody had ‘Freestyle’.
Its other functions are many, for it can be used as a
ever looked at before, as nobody understood them in
depth. Then the Light Emitting Diode hit the market … Smart speaker, and will project different coloured lights
for creating moods. When the planet warms up, you can
and so on.
When video became digital, it opened up a whole new take the projector outside and watch films outdoors, as it
ball game, of course, as it permitted the manufacturers to has a big battery capacity.
Samsung have other ideas in the pipeline for their
render equipment obsolete, they could change CODECs in
minutes, apply five languages to the sound track from T/V’s too, so it is worth keeping an eye open for their
which any one may be chosen, but they seem unable to latest products … and no, I’m in no way connected to
remove expletives, as to do so would produce a near- Samsung.
silent movie.
Only a few weeks ago, I wrote about Black Magic’s
incredible 12K video, and for some time now, we’ve had
4K T/V’s made available to us. From the outset, there was
always a danger that it would not become as popular as
2K in quite the same way, and words to the effect that
there is very little difference observed on a 42” screen
between 2K and 4K were commonly heard.
However, some people bought them, but then it was
all about bandwidth and no T/V station ever really made
any serious attempt to broadcast 4K. For we filmmakers,
it proved very slow to process initially, and then
something strange began to happen. The filmmakers
began splitting the screen into four, or using part of a
picture to make an improvement in terms of composition
… and there it stopped … we viewed it in 2K on a 42” T/V.
In brief, it is mainly due to 2K being improved when down
converted from 4K.

You may find this little projector rather handy, as you
It was all about the way we live in much of Europe that
can take it into any building and not have to plug it in, just
tended to cause 4K to stall, and as mentioned before,
switch it on and go … ideal for taking into hospital and
rooms are too small to really accommodate viewing a
cheering people up, or visiting your mum & dad to show
screen much bigger than 42”.
them the latest antics of your children.
South Korea is the opposite of North Korea. It has
It is quite expensive though, about £1000 ($1,800
made itself very, very attractive to scientists and
AUD) and would make a lovely Christmas present, as it is
technicians, with good pay and excellent conditions, but it
about the same price a good Smart Phone … it is
went one step further … it created synergies, and from
suggested you get the phone first. It’s not yet marketed
that, conglomerates were formed. With so much grey
as I write, but Samsung have sold about 10,000 so far.
matter in one place, something was bound to happen.
We are now waiting for those flexible flat screens I’ve
It wasn’t long before Samsung was formed, and it has
been telling you about for ages, which can be rolled up or
since proven a world leader in electrical goods; their
unfurled in a trice … it being a T/V.
vacuum cleaners are second to none, as they remove dust
particles and then clean themselves. These will prove
Dave Jones
very popular in today’s world, as Covid has induced us to
be ever cleaner and particular about personal hygiene. If

The biggest festivals coming our way soon are BIAFF in
Birmingham – not too far by road, an easy trip by rail – to
watch the best entries in this year’s event. 22ⁿ� – 24�� April
in the Crescent Theatre. See www.biaff.org.uk for details.

Organisers at Lugano in 1946 – first UNICA after the war.

UNICA 2022 in Locarno, Switzerland from 21�� – 25��
August is admittedly a slightly harder journey, but a
chance to see films and meet film enthusiasts from all
around the world and to have a holiday in a stunning
location. Details on www.unica2022.ch and I am happy to
send some ideas about how to get to UNICA. Just email
me at: unicanewsweb@gmail.com
Ed: See Dave’s useful travel information in his special
pdf:

A UCLA film school lecturer reported that if he sent
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15e_7xNYi_9pPfJzLJe
students to make small documentaries about all sorts of
topics. They always returned with films about the people, Rg8XQ1UU8VjQZG/view?usp=sharing
who were making the candles, mending the road,
recording the wildlife and so on. We like to watch other
people.
At the very least we make our films for other people
to watch.
This is why I believe we like actual meetings for clubs
and film festivals with audiences in the seats. We like to
share our enthusiasm for what we do, to connect with
other people.
Zoom calls, YouTube and Vimeo can only do so much.
They are great, but do not replace live people.
If it is safe make the effort, do go to events again,
renew your energy, find ideas and have fun socialising.

Audience at UNICA 2019 in Zeist, Netherlands

I received the following communication from a
Rose Goldthorp is a young filmaker planning on
member
and thought the response from IAC head Office
making films of four of Thomas Hardy's short stories. The
first film is planned to be made on two weekends at the could be of interest to many of you.
end of April this year.
Geoff wrote:
The filming will take place in the Weymouth/Portland
1.
I am an individual member of IAC, with the
area. If anyone would like to help with the filming or be copyright extension. Therefore I am covered for using
an actor please contact me:
copyright stuff during club activities. TFMC has IAC club
clearance so I presume anything made – or used - under
johnsimpson57@yahoo.co.uk.
that heading is covered too.
Here is a link to Rose Goldthorp's website for more
2.
This is fine for closed IAC activities such as
information:
comps. Does it apply when a film becomes publicly
The Daily Dilettante
available via say a web site? E.g. IAC/SOCO web sites: is
my film covered there?
3.
If my film is uploaded to YouTube, their rights AI
picks it up immediately. I am infringing copyrights galore
but it doesn’t matter because the copyright owners
benefit from any monetization, not me. That’s fair
enough. (This applies to other media sites as well.)
Dave from Head Office responded:
Under the conditions listed in the questions/scenarios
regarding music copyright usage, the answer is yes that
the licences will cover that.
Best wishes
John Simpson

If the licences were in place when the work was
edited, then when asked, they can say YES to having
copyright clearance.

Having so many problems with my camera, I managed
to buy another with hardly any use, but the same thing
happened on a cold morning! I filmed for about ten
minutes and then I went to two other locations, leaving
the tape in the camera. Nothing of the last two scenes
were recorded. I seem to remember that cameras should
be acclimatised before filming. On previous occasions, I
have had the camera inside a case in the boot of my car,
so I would have thought that that would be sufficient
when I start using it. In this recent occasion, the camera
The producers from Bond films also found useful was carried on the back seat.
What was really annoying last time, is that it was a
items. The most memorable was “Tommy” where giant
metal floats were painted silver to represent pin balls. thirty minute drive for just a few minutes filming. I think
Following the opening of the motorway, the Yard was the best way forward is not to film on cold days! If anyone
obviously more in the public eye with thousands of can suggest another solution please email me on
passing vehicles having a perfect view of its contents that alan46exdriver@virginmedia.com
often included lighthouses ships and submarines. Today it
Interviewing
is dominated by a huge floating crane.
Regarding Brian Dunckly’s piece in the February FVM
From October 1982, I began my career as a train driver where he talks about interviews and the keeping ones
at Fratton, which meant using the motorway to get to and “mouth shut” when the interviewee is speaking. I learnt
from work, so that’s how I began to take notice of all the that pretty quick after my first attempt! Brian goes on to
interesting items in full gaze, but it wasn’t until I bought say that interviewing is not easy, so I would like to explain
my first video camera in 2000, that I could have any how I do it which has served me very well over the years.
thoughts about filming in the Yard itself.
If possible I have someone with me to help out,
I suppose the subject is not one to arouse an interest although in my case it’s becoming more difficult as the
in most people, but I felt it would be worth looking into. I years pass or ask the subject to bring along a friend.
drove through the entrance only to find that the
I usually start by asking my assistant to film an
immediate area was being cleared for future
establishing scene where I and the interviewee can be
development by the council who were soon to own the
seen. At the editing stage I use this scene to introduce the
land. This was due to the M275 effectively curtailing
interviewee and asking the first question both off camera,
Pounds ability to continue their operations on the eastern
usually ending with a cutaway. I them go from a WA to
side, so the main business was now to the west.
MCU of just the interviewee and ask my assistant to stand
After driving under the motorway, I pulled up outside where I was previously so the interviewee is looking at
a porta cabin office. I must admit that I was expecting a them while the audience thinks it’s me.
frosty reception, as visitors like me were regarded as a
With my assistant in position, I am behind the camera
nuisance and would soon be sent packing! Fortunately, I
as I like to be in control of the image especially if the
arrived on a day when they were in a good mood and they
interviewee tends to move about. I ask the interviewee to
gave me free rein to film whatever I wanted.
keep his first answer down to twenty to thirty seconds. I
I made a second and a third visit to interview the man then go into a tighter view that is somewhere between
in charge who spoke about the history of the family and MCU and CU bearing in mind any movement of the
the business, unfortunately he didn’t want to be seen on standing subject. This is followed my other questions
camera. It wasn’t until last year that I turned my attention where I ask the interviewee to pause for five seconds
to this footage, but was immediately struck by the before they answer. When editing, I remove all the
difficulty of using the interview, that was three times questions while inserting cutaways, over the shoulder and
longer than the images of the yard. Then just before nodding scenes to make a flowing composition. This keeps
Christmas I spent several hours with a Pounds family the interview tight and to the point.
member and following that meeting I decided that I would
I use a lavalier mic indoors and my Sennheiser
need to provide the voice over myself.
directional outside, as I feel it gives a much better sound
I started on the film this January with the help of press reproduction than a radio mic. I ask my assistant to hold
cuttings from the local newspaper in the 1990’s and the mic leaving me to concentrate on the subject. Of
present day scenes to complete the story. Sadly I have course there are times when a radio mic is necessary. If
not been able to use any of a large number of striking interviewing two people at the same time, then ask each
images over the years due to copyright restrictions.
one to hold the mic. Also ask the subject to concentrate
I have had one problem though. I still use Mini DV their eye line at the assistant and not look sideways if they
tape and when filming on cold days, I find the tape is not need to point, as this will obviously effect the sound
recording anything at all, nor is there a time code display quality.
on play back. What generally happens, is that I film a few
On several occasion inside, I have had to do it all
scenes then some more and while the first scenes are myself indoors and this is much helped by having the
okay, nothing appears afterwards, nor is anything seen if subject sitting in a comfortable chair that tends to keep
I try to play back a previously recorded tape. The only way them relatively still. I just set the camera to record at sit
to get an image to appear is to use the dreaded cleaning opposite the subject.
tape after which all images appear are fine.
At last I am on the cusp of completing a film from
footage shot in 2001! The location was Pounds Marine &
Shipping Ltd, a scrap yard in the upper reaches of
Portsmouth Harbour, which overlooked the M275. I was
aware of this yard prior to the motorways construction in
1976, due to the local newspaper often carrying articles
about the film industry making several visits there
acquiring items for various productions, including Attack
on the Iron Cross, 633 Squadron, Captain Correlli’s
Mandolin and Assault on the Queen.

and shoot”, and would set the scene for the rest of the
Working on a digitised version of “Nature’s Glory”, a film. Perhaps that was a form of metaphor.
cine film I had completed in 1985, I started to think about
the role of Metaphor in film. It is not solely the province
of the promotional advert with product placement, nor
that of a second world war propaganda film with national
flags proudly held by devoted party followers.
Cinematic Metaphor

I am grateful to Melvyn Dover for his recent article
referring to the Glazunov effect. It made me wonder if
that very effect is because the viewer translates the
images as metaphors. The basic forms of creating
metaphor within portrait oil paintings is seen in the
improved posture and general appearance of the subject,
the clothing and medals worn, and in the addition of
We recently visited Westonbirt Arbotetum, where I
objects “mise en scene” which may be symbols of wealth
or power. Paintings of King Henry VIII typify this, though was experimenting with my Osmo Pocket2 filming the
he may well have been duped by the flattering Holbein overhead canopy of trees, and experimenting with slow
motion and rotating the image. With a “working title” idea
painting of the “Flanders Mare”.
of “The Promise”, I was able to create an opening
An episode of the “Star Trek Next Generation” series
sequence within minutes. It may never be finished in that
included a meeting with aliens who only spoke in
form, and is a further reminder to me that sometimes the
metaphor. Visual metaphor in film ranges from the subtle,
most ambitious film attempts easily fail or never reach an
which not all viewers may understand or recognize, to
audience. Even when you do not finish the film, you will
metaphors for outrageous comedic effect. The closing
generally learn something from the attempt.
shot of “North by Northwest” (dir. Alfred Hitchcock), still
surprises me how that was accepted by film censors.
Subtlety can be down to the levels of colour gradation, or
prominent items in the film which you begin to notice.
Thinking about Actress Tippi Hedrin’s (Marnie)
handbag, first seen on the railway platform, it is displayed
in close up and only fully explained near the film end.
Perhaps that was just a deep clue as to her mental state,
but the images of a white horse which appear in at least
two of Ken Russell’s productions was certainly for striking
effect, and possibly metaphor.
Music can include its own metaphors, but when used
to underscore a film can make far more meaningful and
even unexpected metaphors. I believe that this is a point
where amateur film makers often experience for the first
time, when adding basic music to a film, they suddenly
realise that the film has improved and taken on new
meanings. In David Lean’s “Doctor Zhivago”, the falling
leaves on a graveside were clearly metaphors, and
deliberately planned. The wind which was tearing leaves
from trees at the cemetery, unfortunately did not even
disturb the clothing of the mourners at the graveside.

Unless you are making a one minute “advert” out of
just a few film clips that you are very pleased with, to build
the visual story into say a ten minute film with perhaps at
least a minimum of one hundred edit points, you need a
lot more clips of the quality you are trying to attain, and
without any obvious duplications of shot.
I am always wary of critiques of any art project, which
could potentially “read more” into the image or piece of
art than is really there. For myself, watching any image or
painting displayed too long on a screen, can detract from
the impact of the image, encouraging me to look around
the image in greater detail and for criticism of flaws.
When watching any film, I question why any shot
appears on screen too long, and tell myself that if the
audience is being shown something, then it must surely
be relevant to the story. The ability to edit that time scale
for each image or film clip is just one of the powerful tools
of film editing. I now always try to vary the pace of the
editing so that it is not always predictable. Shorten the
length of the shot, even by just a couple of frames, and it
can have more relevance or visual impact.

Whilst I always set out to film a lot of b-roll shots for
cutaways and more detailed story building, I have never
planned and deliberately filmed to produce visual
Still frames from the early 1980’s opening sequence of metaphor.
Once I had completed the digital version of the 1985
the unfinished Super 8 cine film “Beachscape” show Dawn
dancing on a beach in France. Filmed in the evening, with “Nature’s Glory” cine film, I remembered how the film
setting sun and using slow motion, I tried adding various had originally grown in complexity. I had been trying to
filters, and most of the footage was useable. I was trying edit a visual story about nature and mankind, when I
to create a visual effect where it was not simply just “point heard part of Ravel’s “Daphnis et Chloe” suite on the car

radio, I immediately understood how I could complete the floor. The opening title sequence is creatively filmed and
film, although the title which came to mind of “Rhapsody edited, drawing the audience into the story.
in Red”, was not used.
Amateur Movies
Although the completed film has a soundtrack on
Watching Youtube films of others recently, has
stripe, I had retained the original reel to reel twin track demonstrated to me the variety of experience and skills
audio tape, and after removing a few noises and clicks behind amateur films. I noticed that in a holiday film
using software, and with the digital version now playing at which had been shot in interesting locations, the edit
the correct play rate with interpolated frames, I was ready points came just where a camera movement had started
to reunite it with the film on the timeline. The original and which was inviting you to go on watching that shot. I
sync start point had been a yellow dot on the audio tape have not seen that in a film for ages. It entirely lost the
held in “pause” until the end of a long white leader went natural flow of the film, and I noticed that other edits
into the top sprocket on the projector.
were often very abrupt especially in terms of the live
Since the audio was only music and narration, sliding
the audio clip left and right, it was easy to find a
satisfactory position. The most critical point for the
narration was where a horse and cart laden with dry hay
is seen, and the narration refers to the softening of the
landscape in Autumn. I then realized that in the final
scene of a setting sun through a coloured filter, the
position of the narration by just a few frames affected the
impact of the film and its conclusion.
The voice track refers to “when man first stood on the
shore”, and the disruption of the natural balance of
nature. Close to that point in the film a person walking the
edge of the water comes into shot, and if the words
overlap that image, they are almost describing what you
are viewing, whereas timed slightly earlier, they allow the
audience to interpret the scene as a metaphor.

audio recording. The grass roots of learning about basics
in filming and film editing at club meetings comes not only
from talks, but from seeing the results of others within the
club, plus the sharing of morsels of film-making
knowledge and experience at those meetings.
Errors
I never feel guilty spotting flaws in professional films,
because the great and the good were paid to make them.
In Fritz Lang’s “Cloak and Dagger”, which I watched for
any signs of metaphors, but saw none, actress Lilli Palmer
watches an aircraft pass overhead as it takes scientist
Gary Cooper out of Europe. Her eyes and head indicate it
flying in one direction, whilst you see it cross the screen
the wrong way.
Watching for errors in films can certainly be part of
any judging process, but it can result in the creative merits
and overall quality of a production, all of which are more
difficult to describe in words. Being able to watch online
film competition entries more than once and on different
devices has given me more time to assess the overall
creativity of the film, and to think about all of the
“positives” and not just the negative points.

The inclusion of symbolism in any image or film can
add deeper layers of meaning to an audience. A film clip
which “says” nothing on its own may convey a stronger
meaning or explanation in a completed film, simply by
adding a very slow “zoom in” series of shots to draw in
and involve the audience. It becomes a metaphor for an
approaching conclusion of a film using “zoom out”, and
Here is a quote from professional film editor Jeff
for the audience to form their own conclusions. This
Bartsch of “Story Greenlight”, who quoted and referred to
demonstrates to me that metaphor can also be generated
the writings of Karl Pearson:
within the original camera work and also during post
This quote doesn’t come from some pie-in-the-sky
production.
artist – it comes from the father of modern mathematical
I consider that the viewer of films may be unwittingly
statistics, Karl Pearson. “When performance is measured,
searching for tiny clues and metaphors in film, and that
performance improves. When performance is measured
providing them in the film actually makes the viewing
and reported, the rate of improvement accelerates.”
experience easier and more satisfying, because the “film
Karl Pearson FRS, did most of his public work in the
story”, be it drama or documentary, is better understood.
It is all part of making the b-roll cutaways potentially even early 1900s. (he actually turned down the offer of an OBE
and a Knighthood)
more important than when filming the main shots.
But here’s a way we can apply the idea that’s comes
to be known as Pearson’s Law to our lives as content
A school rugby tour to the Channel Islands in the mid
creators today:
1960’s enabled me to watch “The Ipcress File”, in the now
When we examine our creativity in a group of fellow
demolished Gaumont British cinema in St Peter Port.
Projection quality was superb, and researching it today, I creators, we talk about what we’re doing, and we SHOW
see that during wartime occupation, Nazis were allocated what we’re doing, everybody gets to learn and improve.
to sit on one side of the theatre and civilians on the other.
And it doesn’t even matter if we’re not feeling the
When my eldest daughter was taking media studies for an muse, not feeling inspired, etc – we know that we make a
A2 exam, I encouraged her to watch that film, and was promise to the group to do a certain thing, so we do it.
surprised when she spotted minor flaws. I watched it (Jeff Bartsch 2022)
again recently, and could see where probably a single
Once I read this, I realised how that describes
frame needed removing during the street fight scene, and precisely what the IAC, SOCO and Club talks and
was that punch pulled too much in the street fight?
competitions at all levels, set out to achieve.
School Trip

I still enjoy the stylish camerawork, where you look
through apertures, the gap under a telephone handset
and through spectacle lenses knocked to the car park

Robert

Robert Paget recommends the following Smartphone
How City Streets Are Transformed To Look Old In
Videography Tutorial: BEGINNER to ADVANCED - YouTube Movies | Movies Insider

WWW.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eINSy5Aguzo

I have a few items that are no longer required and
wonder if you would be so kind to include then in the for
sale section of the next edition; some of it is 'old hat', but
perhaps may be of use to someone
Ÿ Alphatron EVF-035W-3G electronic viewfinder in as new condition, offers in the region of £150
Ÿ Vinton Vision single stage tripod with 5LF pan
and tilt head, again in excellent condition and
complete with padded case and handbook. The
head has fully variable pan, tilt and counterbalance controls and is well suited for use with
cameras such as the FS7 and FS9. Offers in the
region of £250. (Ideally to be collected from
Newbury)
Ÿ Sony EV-C400E Hi8 video recorder, little sed, £25
Ÿ Matrox MX02 mini digital interface, £15,
excellent condition with both pc and mac
interfaces.
You can make contact with me:
Phone 01635 628293
Email geoffrey.addis@sky.com
Best regards,
Geoff Addis

https://youtu.be/-DZoj6qMGcs
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